
Find us on 
Facebook…

Building a useful guide to help new and existing drivers alike. Please follow my 
Facebook Page for a whole series of set up information plus lots lots more...
On Facebook search @SJMRC and hit enter!

What is Camber? Camber is the angle of the wheel 
when looking at the car from the front, or rear, in 
comparison to its vertical standpoint.  If the top of the 
wheel is leaning inwards or towards the car then this is 
known as ‘Negative Camber’. If the top of the wheel leans 
outwards or away from the car then this is known as 
‘Positive Camber’. If the wheel is completely vertical with 
no angle then this is in a 0, neutral or no Camber. The goal 
of Camber is to ensure the maximum amount of tyre is 
touching the surface at all time in relation to the amount of 
grip required: straight lines, cornering, on and off power 
etc. Camber is measured in ‘degrees’: 0, or + / -, diagrams 
below for understanding…

What is Static Camber: Is when the car is sat on a flat 
surface in race ready condition, or straight line travel sat at 
ride height.

What is Camber Progression? Camber Progression is 
when the camber changes during the turning stage. The 
amount of Camber progression is relevant to the amount of 
Caster applied. Camber progression will add additional 
negative Camber, meaning the top of the wheel pulls in 
towards the car upon turning. If you don’t have enough 
Camber / positive Camber when you start then you could 
end up losing grip due to negative Camber taking effect 
upon turning. 

“The more caster applied, the more negative the 
Camber becomes when turning”

What is Dynamic Camber (Camber Change): Dynamic 
Camber is when the wheel loses camber angle when the 
car squats, or is pushed downwards. The main things that 
cause Camber change are:
• Chassis Roll
•Chassis Dive
•Wishbone angle and length

More Negative / Less Positive – moving 
the top of wheel towards the car

- Better side traction (but only to a point, too much negative camber 
can lead to a loss of traction due to the amount of contact made by the 
outside tyre on the surface
- Decreased traction when accelerating and braking due to less tyre 
contact on the surface
- Traction roll is decreased

Positive – Front only
- Increased side traction – a small amount of positive Camber can be 
used on the front, this is because when turning, and depending on the 
amount of Caster applied, the front tyres will form a negative camber 
thus giving more grip.  Again, find the optimum angle where by all tyres 
have the maximum grip at all times

Less Negative (or More Positive) – moving the 
top of the tyre away from the car

 - The end of the car with less negative Camber will have less traction 
during cornering
- More traction whilst accelerating and braking

Other Considerations

All tyres have their optimal Camber setting depending on car set up. 
You will need to look for tyre wear to what adjustments need to be 
made. For example, , if the tyre has worn more on the inside than the 
outside then applying less negative Camber is a direct solution.

Look out for Set-up Series:  No.3 - Toe In / Toe Out….
 This will be released on Sunday 25th November 2018.

Please do let me know if there is something wrong or you can add to 
this.  I have pulled this together through studying Chassis ~Geometry 
and I am keen to learn. 

Recommendations are welcome, if there is something you wish to 
know about - let me know! 

When doing a set-up, adjust camber BEFORE droop.  If 
you adjust droop first your camber will be out… if you 
adjust camber first then droop, both will stay the same

Set-up Series: No. 2

Camber

TIP!


